THREE TABLE MATS

To match the Oriental Tea Tray Design No. 1711

SIZES

MAT A 18 in. Long
7 in. Wide

MAT B 8 in. Diameter.

NOTE: The Hobbies Presentation Designs are not given away with hard numbers of Hobbies. Additional copies may be had from Hobbies Ltd.

Instructions for Cutting:

Having pasted down the designs to the 3/16 in. wood proceed to cut all interior decoration. Now clean up the underneath surface of the wood, cut the face housing the paper pattern, and glue this face to the backings or backs. Complete the mats by cutting through the two woods together to the outline. This method ensures a perfectly clean edge all round. Glue and join the feet to the backs in positions shown.

MAT A.
Cut out from 3/16 in. thick wood.

MAT B.
Cut out from 3/32 in. thick wood. For backing wood see instructions above.

For prices of wood for this design see current catalogue, or on application.

www.crescrollsaw.com